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Abstract— A rotating disc often undergoes severe vibrations 

at high speeds because of unstable joining between the disc 

and the drive shaft. The major study was done on Flywheel 

by using different materials. A natural frequency was 

analyzed and Campbell diagram analysis is performed for 

validation. The analysis has presented the effect of shear 

Stress with different profiles of the flywheel with different 

layered (0.5mm, 1mm, 1.5mm) and different Hub angle (4˚, 

5˚, 6˚). The natural frequency and modes of different 

materials and shear stress effects were analyzed on different 

profile and materials of flywheel and distribution along the 

flywheel was studied. The natural frequency along the 

flywheel profile is found to be maximum of the T1000G 

material profile with multi rim flywheel and different hub 

angle. The shear stress distribution along the multi rim 

flywheel is maximum for T300-POM and minimum for 

T300-T1000G of a flywheel with different profiles. The 

magnitude of frequency is minimum in the case of T300-

POM material profile with 4˚ hub angle. The nature of the 

natural frequency is maximum near its end in 3rd and 4th, 6th 

mode. The nature of the shear stress is minimum near its hub 

of flywheel with 0.5mm multi rim of T300-T1000G and 4˚ 

inclined hub angle. 

Key words: Fly Wheel, Shear Stress, Composite, Critical 

Speed 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A Flywheel is a rotating mechanical gadget used to store 

kinetic energy. Flywheels were in use for pretty a number of 

features throughout human historic past for giant portions of 

years. In the start they had been used as a means to furnish 

balance, comparable to a potter’s wheel. During the economic 

Revolution, they had been mainly incorporated in steam 

engines. However, it become once no longer unless the late 

1960s/early Nineteen Seventies, with the advent of composite 

substances and an elevated hobby in renewable vigor assets, 

that have a look at into the abilities for flywheels as a possible 

alternative to chemical batteries was once performed. The 

creation of magnetic bearings inside the Eighties additionally 

exacerbated curiosity and research. Flywheels can also be 

separated into two instructions: traditional and excessive-

overall performance (top notch flywheels). Conventional 

flywheels are built from widespread substances, most 

possibly metal, at the same time as extremely good flywheels 

are composed of composite substances. The praise paintings 

includes evaluation on each styles of flywheels, however with 

the number one middle of attention placed on traditional 

flywheels. An ordinary flywheel is demonstrated in Fig. 1-1. 

Flywheels have been proposed as an opportunity or 

complement to average chemical batteries all through 

numerous regions. These contain cellular functions, such 

because the car and aerospace organisation, or power law in 

electric electricity producing plants. 

 
Fig. 1.1: Basic Flywheel Diagram 

II. TRIBOLOGICAL EFFECTS 

Mechanical properties of a number of the composites are 

stricken by the size, shape and volume fraction of the 

reinforcement, matrix fabric and response at the interface. 

The interface among a number of the matrix and 

reinforcement plays an important position in figuring out the 

houses of MMCs. Stiffening and Strengthening rely upon 

load transfer across the interface. Toughness is largely 

stimulated by means of the crack deflection at the interface 

and ductility is tormented by the relaxation of peak pressure 

close to the interface Extensive studies at the tribological type 

of characteristics of Al MMCs containing reinforcements 

along with Sic and Al2O3 is available within the literatures. 

Metal matrix composites (MMCs) are under consideration as 

ability candidate materials for a variety of structural sort of 

applications consisting of the ones within the aeronautical 

and aerospace industries, transportation, defence and sports 

industries because of the range of mechanical homes they 

possess. There is but issues mainly related to the production 

of bolstered composites, certainly one of importance being 

the problem of getting a homogeneous distribution of 

reinforcement within the matrix, crucial for max mechanical 

homes. T300 and T1000G is largely a baseline carbon fibre 

used in aerospace programs with intermediate modulus, 

world’s highest tensile energy fibre. Suitable for light weight, 

tensile power crucial applications such as strain vessels for 

aerospace. 

Epoxy is either any of the simple additives or the 

cured cease products of epoxy resins, as well as a colloquial 

call for the epoxide functional institution. Epoxy resins, also 

called polyepoxides, are a category of reactive prepolymers 

and polymers which comprise epoxide corporations. Epoxy 

has an extensive variety of programs, consisting of metal 

coatings, use in electronics / electric components/LED, 

excessive anxiety electric insulators, paint brushes 
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production, fiber-reinforced plastic substances and structural 

adhesives. 

Polyplastic (POM), also called acetyl, polyacetal 

and polyformaldehyde, is an engineering thermoplastic 

utilized in precision parts requiring high stiffness, low 

friction, and first rate dimensional balance. As with many 

other artificial polymers, it's miles produced with the aid of 

different chemical firms with slightly distinctive formulas 

and offered variously by way of such names as Delrin, 

Celcon, Ramtal, Duracon, Kepital and Hostaform. 

Typical programs for injection-molded POM 

encompass excessive-overall performance engineering 

additives which include small tools wheels, eyeglass frames, 

ball bearings, ski bindings, fasteners, weapons, knife handles, 

and lock systems. The cloth is broadly used within the 

automobile and client electronics enterprise. 

III. CLASSIFICATION OF METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES 

Composites are either categorized as- Fibre, particulate and 

laminar based on shape of the reinforcement or as- polymer 

matrix, metal matrix, ceramic matrix and carbon matrix based 

on the matrix material. 

The various matrix materials are 

1) Polymers 

2) Metals 

3) Ceramics and glasses 

4) Fibre reinforced plastics 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

 Carbon reinforced plastics are used for pressure vessels. 

 Carbon reinforced plastics are used extensively in 

aerospace applications, including struts for the space 

shuttle. 

 Carbon reinforced plastics are used in aircraft wing 

panels. 

 Copper based alloys reinforced with SiC fibres are used 

for producing high strength propellers for ships. 

 Titanium reinforced with SiC fibres are considered for 

turbine blades and discs. 

 Super alloys reinforced with tungsten maintain their 

strength at high temperatures. They are used in jet 

engines and turbine blades. 

Material 

Mass 

density 

(kg/m3) 

Longitudinal 

elastic 

modulus 

(GPa) 

Poisson’s 

ratio 

(µ) 

Tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 

T300 1760 230 0.31 3530 

T1000G 1800 294 0.31 6370 

EPOXY 1250 3.4 0.36 NA 

POM 1400 2.5 0.35 63 

Table 4.1: Properties of Material 

 Carbon reinforced plastics are also used in helicopter 

 Components and in casing of rocket motors. 

A. Objective of the Work 

The main objective of the current work is 

 Validation of the ANSYS models by comparing the 

present simulated results with the experimental result by 

N. Hiroshima. 

 To predict shear stress effects for different layered 

flywheel (0.5mm, 1mm, 1.5mm) and different Hub angle 

(4˚, 5˚, 6˚) on the flywheel. 

 To simulate the flywheel of the different layered 

flywheel (0.5mm, 1mm, 1.5mm) and different Hub angle 

(4˚, 5˚, 6˚) on the flywheel for variable modes and same 

RPM. 

 Parameter sensitivity study of flywheel. 

 To define natural frequency effects and shear stress 

effects for the flywheel of different layered and different 

hub angle and constant angular velocity of 35900rpm. 

 To predict frequency distribution along the flywheel. 

B. Problem Formulation 

The study of various literatures we find the natural frequency 

is lower as compared to present study. The purpose of this 

study is to predict shear stress with different layered and hub 

angle in the flywheel at constant angular velocity of 35900 

rpm. Thus chosen (0.5mm, 1mm, 1.5mm) layered and Hub 

angle (4˚, 5˚, 6˚) profiled flywheel for analysis. 

V. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Jung et.Al (2016) [1] - the investigation flywheel 

manufacturing blunders outcome in car-to-automobile 

versions in the measurements and have a horrible impact at 

the misfire detection efficiency. A misfire detection 

algorithm need to be in a position to atone for this form of 

car-to-automobile versions if it's miles for use in creation 

automobiles to assure that legislation are fulfilled. It's shown 

that flywheel angular editions among automobiles within the 

significance of 0.05° have a giant impact on the measured 

angular velocity and ought to be compensated for to make the 

misfire detection set of rules powerful. A misfire detection 

algorithm is proposed with flywheel error adaptation as a 

manner to boom robustness and reduce the number of mis-

classifications. 

Lyu et.Al (2016) [2]-this investigation to give a 

financial and powerful level for the investigation of AMB 

strengthened power stockpiling flywheels, including research 

on the define in their complaint controllers, we recommend 

on this paper to repeat the operation of such flywheels on a 

rotor-AMB experiment restoration we as of past due evolved. 

In exact, the two AMBs based at the two finishes of the rotor 

are utilized as assisting direction, even as the other 

established on the rotor mid traverse and area traverse are 

utilized to copy the generator horrible firmness and 

gyroscopic influences at the rotor go with the flow added on 

with the useful resource of the flywheel circle. Copy and scan 

outcome are brought to illustrate the adequacy of the 

proposed copying method. 

Rupp et.Al. (2016) [3] - the investigation 

demonstrates the creation of flywheel energy storage systems 

in a mild rail transit train is analyzed. Mathematical objects 

of educate, riding cycle and flywheel energy garage manner 

are developed. These models are used to gain knowledge of 

the vigor intake and the working price of a slight rail transit 

educate with and without flywheel power storage. 

Caprioli et.Al (2016) [4] - the research demonstrates 

Thermal cracking of railway wheel treads is investigated 

using a combined experimental and numerical strategy. 
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Results from managed brake rig tests of repeated stop braking 

cycles for a railway wheel in rolling touch with additionally 

known as rail wheel are presented. Scan situations are then 

numerically analyzed using finite component (FE) 

simulations that account for the thermo-mechanical loading 

of the wheel tread. For the studied stop braking case, thermal 

cracks are located inside the wheel tread after few brake 

cycles. Results from thermal imaging reveal a frictionally 

excited thermo-elastic instability phenomenon referred to as 

“banding” the location the touch between brake block and 

wheel occurs simplest over a fraction of the block width. 

Ryabov et.Al. (2015) [5] - this research 

demonstrates the thing is getting to know the vibration 

isolation residences of a flywheel dynamical absorber of the 

auto body oscillations. It's stated that the authors have 

beforehand proposed in addition flywheel dynamical 

absorbers with mechanical drives and it is proved that they've 

improved the vibration isolation homes of the suspension 

technique. However, such dynamical absorbers are heavy. 

For this motive there can be being developed a flywheel 

dynamical absorber with hydraulic force containing a 

hydraulic cylinder and a hydraulic pc with a flywheel. 

Kirillov et.Al. (2015) [6] - this investigation disturb 

relate measure pivot symmetric bendy rotor worked up by 

using dissipative, slight and non-preservationist issue powers 

began at the contact with the aeolotropic stator loop. The 

Campbell graph of the unruffled framework could be a work 

like structure inside the frequency–pace aircraft with twofold 

physicist frequencies at the hubs. 

Wei et.Al. (2015) [7] -This investigation 

demonstrates the micro vibrations generated by means of 

flywheels strolling at full pace onboard excessive precision 

spacecrafts will have an effect on balance of the spacecraft 

bus and similarly degrade pointing accuracy of the payload. 

A passive vibration isolation platform produced from multi-

segment zigzag beams is proposed to isolate disturbances of 

the flywheel. With the resource of for the purpose that the 

flywheel and the platform as a quintessential manner with 

gyroscopic consequences, a same dynamic model is advanced 

and proven through eigenvalue and frequency response 

evaluation. The vital speeds of the technique are deduced and 

expressed as services of procedure parameters. 

Ramli et.Al. (2015) [8] -this research demonstrates 

The evaluation interested by the have an impact on of 

utilising flywheel on energy technology, energy price, and 

internet praise charge for awesome configurations of hybrid 

method. Analyses on gas intake and carbon emission 

reductions for the method configurations had been 

additionally offered on this paper. 

Hiroshima et.Al. (2015) [9] - this research indicates 

A rotating disk almost usually undergoes extreme vibration at 

immoderate rotation speeds considering of risky joining 

between the disk and a strain shaft. As defined herein, three 

connection methods among a the use of shaft and an annular 

rotation disk manufactured from three-dimensionally carbon-

fiber reinforced composite had been mentioned to attain 

constant rotation at excessive rotation speeds with the aid of 

the usage of changing the hub fabric and turning into a 

member of geometry: the connecting device. In two of the 3 

techniques, the vibration amplitude accelerated at a tip pace 

higher than 500 m/s. Key motives that brought on the 

vibration were analyzed. 

Nagabhushan et.Al. (2014) [10] - the investigation 

shows the dynamics of the 3-flywheel method are evolved 

and problematic simulations are finished to verify the validity 

of the system. The performances of the proposed three-

flywheel procedure and an equivalent single flywheel 

machine are in comparison. The impact of single/a couple of 

flywheel failure in the three flywheel approach is 

investigated. An indicative design of the three-flywheel 

system and extraordinary implementation capabilities are 

mentioned to proof its practicality. The gain develops inside 

the mass, and power consumption of the 3-flywheel process 

is mentioned utilizing a strength and mass evaluation 

centered at the indicative design. 

Quan song et.Al. (2014) [11] -The investigation 

show off that this new DMF can lower the idle speed of the 

engine, recognise immoderate counter torque at a large 

torsional perspective, and avoid the impact due to the abrupt 

changes of stiffness. An inertia balance mechanism is 

proposed to cast off the inertia forces produced with the aid 

of moving materials of the reimbursement device, in an effort 

to successfully placed the torque repayment idea into 

engineering comply with. 

LI et.Al. (2013)[12] -it was investigated that to 

strengthen the radial force of electricity garage flywheel, this 

paper design and analyses the multi-ring flywheel rotor in a 

single-of-a-type conditions with the useful resource of finite 

element technique. From the effects, we are able to verify that 

interference is essential have an impact on the stress gradient 

of the rim. The results can supply a manual for high energy 

density multi-ring composite flywheel rotor design. 

Punde et.Al. (2013) - In gift research, to counter the 

requirement of smoothing out the large oscillations in speed 

at some point of a cycle of a I.C. Engine, a flywheel is 

designed, and analyzed. By means of the usage of Finite 

detail analysis are used to calculate the stresses within the 

flywheel, we will examine the layout and evaluation stop 

result with present flywheel. 

Choudhary et.Al. (2013) - This have a look at 

definitely specializes in exploring the consequences of 

flywheel geometry on its energy garage/supply capability in 

keeping with unit mass, in addition defined as particular 

power. On this paper we have studied numerous profiles of 

flywheel and the saved kinetic energy is calculated for the 

respective flywheel .Various profiles designed are stable disk, 

disk rim ,webbed/section reduce, arm/spoke flywheel. It 

shows that smart format of flywheel geometry should each 

have a big effect at the ideal power ordinary overall 

performance and decrease the operational loads exerted on 

the shaft/bearings because of decreased mass at high 

rotational speeds. Green flywheel design used to maximize 

the inertia of second for minimal material used and assure 

high reliability and lengthy life. FE evaluation is carried out 

for different instances of loading on the flywheel and most 

vonmises stresses and total deformation are determined. 

Handa.Et.Al. [2012][13] - the investigation on this 

paper was once a series of full-scale experiments had been 

carried out to make clear they have an impact on of residual 

pressure and tangential pressure on tread thermal cracking. 

The wheel/rail tangential pressure and the localized tensile 
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residual pressure as a result of localized heating, as an 

alternative than wheel weight, in most cases have an effect at 

the thermal cracking. 

Ha et.Al. (2012)[14] - the investigation of this paper 

discusses three wonderful rim layout circumstances of a 

hybrid composite flywheel rotor utilizing pressure ratio 

optimization. The rotor is composed of 4 hybrid composite 

rims. These rims are made out of carbon– glass/epoxy with 

varying extent fractions of hoop wound reinforcements. 

Optimization is accomplished to lessen the very best energy 

ratio inside the direction of rotor states: desk bound and the 

maximum allowable rotational pace. 

Handa et.Al. (2010)[15]- focusing on the sturdiness 

of carbon metallic railway wheels, so-known as tread thermal 

cracks, taken into consideration considered one of severe 

damages at the tread floor, had been investigated to 

understand the cracks new launch techniques related to 

initiation and propagation. Now we've got confirmed that 

tread thermal cracks can also be experimentally reproduced 

under the concurrent loading of continuous rolling touch with 

rails and cyclic frictional warmness from brake blocks, 

through the experiments making use of an precise railway 

wheel. Relations of residual pressure, cracks configuration 

and fracture ground have been tested to recollect the crack 

iteration method. 

Tzeng et.Al (2006) [16] - in this research a 

Composite flywheels for power garage were proposed and 

investigated for the earlier a few a long time. Effective 

applications are, however, restrained due to the incapacity to 

foretell the efficiency – mainly the prolonged-time period 

durability. On this research, a whole be trained was proposed 

with the cause to put in force composites in excessive 

efficiency flywheels. The competencies failure mechanism of 

flywheels constructed with fiber composites turned into as 

soon as evaluated. 

VI. MODELING & ANALYSIS 

A. Procedure for Finite Element Analysis 

Consider the instance of an automobile piston. A piston in the 

course of the operation of I.C Engine is subjected to diverse 

kinds of loads like effect load, friction pressure, and reaction 

from cylinder wall due to thermal expansion of piston etc. 

Due to these loads, a non-uniform strain distribution may 

additionally take within the piston frame. This nature of stress 

distribution may be decided the use of finite element analysis 

approach, wherein the whole body of the piston is split into 

smaller factors called finite elements. These factors can be 

rectangular, cuboidal, tetrahedral, prism or hexahedral 

elements. These factors are connected to each other at corner 

vertices (or nodes). Element matrices are described to 

discover the cost of stresses at these nodes. Then a global 

stress matrix is defined which represents the pressure 

distribution in whole body of the piston. Once the pressure 

distribution inside the whole body of piston is understood, 

layout enhancements can be made by way of increasing wall 

thickness within the area of higher strain accumulation. Finite 

element method is a numerical analysis approach and is used 

to find variables. These discipline variables can be vector 

portions like displacement, pressure, etc. Or scalar quantities 

like distance, temperature etc. 

Any analysis to be performed by using finite element method 

can be divided into following steps: 

1) Discretization 

2) Choosing the solution approximations. 

3) Forming the element matrix and equations. 

4) Assembling the matrices. 

5) Finding the unknowns. 

6) Interpreting the results 

B. Preprocessing:  Finite Element Modelling 

1) Generating nodes 

2) Defining elements 

3) Mesh generation 

4) Defining load and material properties. 

C. Processing:  Finite Element Analysis 

1) Forming element materials 

2) Assembling element materials 

3) Applying boundary conditions 

4) Finding the unknowns 

D. Post Processing 

1) Interpreting the results. 

To use the FEA packages properly, the following points are 

significant: 

1) Which elements are to be used for solving the problem 

in hand. 

2) How to discritize to get good results. 

3) How to introduce boundary conditions properly. 

4) How the element properties are developed and what are 

their limitations. 

5) How the displays are developed in pre and post processor 

to understand their limitations. 

6) To understand the difficulties involved in the 

development of FEA programs and hence the need for 

checking the commercially available packages with the 

result of standard cases. 

7) Field variables: In engineering problems there are some 

basic unknowns. If they are found the behaviour of the 

entire structure can be predicted. These unknowns are 

called field variables in FEA. Displacements in structural 

mechanics, temperature in heat flow processes, velocities 

in fluid mechanics, electric and magnetic potentials in 

electrical engineering. 

8) In a continuum, these unknowns are infinite. 

9) The finite element process reduces the unknowns to a 

finite number by dividing the solution region into small 

parts called elements. 

10) In FE procedure the unknown field variables are 

expressed in terms of assumed approximating functions 

within each element. The approximating functions are 

defined in terms of field variables of specified points 

called nodal points. 

11) This function which relates the field variable at any point 

within the element to the field variables of nodal points 

is called shape function. 
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VII. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

A. Shear Stress & Natural Frequency along the Flywheel 

with Different Layered Materials & Different Inclined Hub 

Angles. 

A Structural and Modal - analysis was carried out to analyze 

shear stress of Flywheel with different Layered material and 

different inclined hub angle relation between natural 

frequency and spin speed four types of materials of T300, 

T1000G, EPOXY, POM, with flywheel to determine the 

frequency distribution along the Flywheel. Frequency 

distribution contours in case of flywheel are shown in Figure, 

and the effect of different materials on Flywheel profile on 

the frequency and modes distribution for various materials 

are represented in the Figure. 

B. Critical Speed Results of Flywheel with different Material 

by Campbell Diagram approach 

 
Fig. 7.1: Result of Campbell Diagram of Frequency & 

Rotational Velocity Distributions along the CFRP made 

Flywheel 

 
Fig. 7.2: Result of Campbell Diagram of Frequency & 

Rotational Velocity Distributions along the EPOXY Made 

Flywheel 

 
Fig. 7.3: Result of Campbell Diagram of Frequency & 

Rotational Velocity Distributions along the POM made 

flywheel. 

 
Fig. 7.4: Result of Campbell Diagram of Frequency & 

Rotational Velocity Distributions along the SNCM616 made 

flywheel. 

 
Fig. 7.5: Result of Campbell Diagram of Frequency & 

Rotational Velocity Distributions Along The T300 Made 

Flywheel. 
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Fig. 7.6: Result of Campbell Diagram of Frequency & 

rotational velocity Distributions along the T1000G made 

CFRP T300 
T1000

G 

EPOX

Y 
POM 

SNCM61

6 

976.2

3 

1194.

9 
1792.2 1769.6 

450.9

2 
534.59 

976.3

2 
1195 1792.4 1769.8 

450.9

5 
534.64 

998.8

5 

1216.

3 
1824.3 1805.4 

461.8

3 
543.3 

999.2

7 

1248.

6 
1872.8 1806.2 

462.2

6 
561.25 

1000.

5 
1249 1873.4 1815.3 

462.4

5 
561.46 

1254.

3 

1584.

5 
2376.7 2263.7 

581.0

1 
713.97 

Table 2: Flywheel 

7.3 Comparison of Natural Frequency of flywheel with 

different material 

 
Fig. 7.7: Graph Shows Modes & Frequency of a Flywheel 

with Different Material 

C. Shear Stress & Natural Frequency along the Flywheel 

with Different Layered Materials & Different Inclined Hub 

Angles. 

A Structural and Modal - analysis was carried out to analyze 

shear stress of Flywheel with different Layered material and 

different inclined hub angle relation between natural 

frequency and spin speed four types of materials of T300, 

T1000G, EPOXY, POM, with flywheel to determine the 

frequency distribution along the Flywheel. Frequency 

distribution contours in case of flywheel are shown in Figure, 

and the effect of different materials on Flywheel profile on 

the frequency and modes distribution for various materials 

are represented in the Figure. 

1) Shear Stress of 0.5mm Layer Flywheel 

 
Fig. 7.8: Shear Stress of 0.5mm Layer Flywheel of (T300-

T1000G) Material 

2) Shear Stress of 1mm Layer Flywheel 

 
Fig. 7.9: Shear Stress of 1mm Layer Flywheel of (T300-

T1000G) material 

3) Shear Stress of 1.5mm Layer Flywheel 

 
Fig. 7.10: Shear Stress of 1.5mm Layer Flywheel of (T300-

T1000G) 
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D. Different Layers Shear Stress in (T300-EPOXY) 

1) Shear Stress of 0.5mm Layer Flywheel 

 
Fig. 7.11: Shear Stress of 0.5mm Layer Flywheel of (T300-

EPOXY) Material 

2) Shear stress of 1mm Layer Flywheel 

 
Fig. 7.12: Shear Stress of 1mm Layer Flywheel of (T300-

EPOXY) Material 

3) Shear Stress of 1.5mm Layer Flywheel 

 
Fig. 7.13: Shear Stress of 1.5mm Layer Flywheel of (T300-

EPOXY) Material 

E. Different Layers Shear Stress in (T300-POM) 

1) Shear Stress of 0.5mm Layer Flywheel 

 
Fig. 7.14: Shear Stress of 0.5mm Layer Flywheel of (T300-

POM) Material 

2) Shear Stress of 1mm Layer Flywheel 

Fig. 7.15: Shear Stress of 1mm Layer Flywheel of (T300-

POM) Material 

3) Shear Stress of 1.5mm Layer Flywheel 

 
Fig. 7.16: Shear Stress of 1.5mm Layer Flywheel of (T300-

POM) Material 

Combine 

material 

0.5 mm 

Layer 

1 mm 

Layer 

1.5 mm 

Layer 

T300-T1000G 26.002 27.963 27.613 

T300-EPOXY 27.753 35.376 29.878 

T300-POM 29.454 32.27 25.068 

Table 7.1.1: Shear Stresses on Different Layer Materials of 

Flywheel 
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Materials 4˚ Angle 5˚ Angle 6˚ Angle 

T300 2.5534 3.1272 3.2962 

T1000G 2.2065 2.3735 2.3789 

EPOXY 3.2624 3.353 3.2011 

POM 2.8107 2.6201 2.6255 

Table 7.1.2: Shear Stresses on Different Inclined Angles & 

Materials of Flywheel 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this study, critical speed and shear stresses of multirim 

flywheel, has been analyzed by Finite Element Method. A 

simplified and idealized finite element model by using 

symmetry assumption and a non-simplified finite element 

model of process have been used in the analyses. Modal 

analysis was carried out on CFRP, T1000G, T300, EPOXY, 

POM, and System. From the analysis of the results, following 

conclusions can be drawn 

 The nature of the critical speed is maximum near its 

masses and hub of the Flywheel where masses are high 

of Flywheel and changes with respect to Flywheel 

material profile towards the end and between masses of 

the Flywheel for the same RPM and different modes of 

natural frequency. 

 In a comparison with the CFRP, T1000G, T300, 

EPOXY, POM, SNCM616 material resulted in higher 

frequency characteristics close to the end of the Flywheel 

for a different material Flywheel profile. The critical 

speeds are maximum for SNCM616 at low frequency 

and negligible for T1000G at high frequency on same 

RPM. 

 The nature of the shear stress is minimum near its hub of 

flywheel with 0.5mm multi rim of T300-T1000G. 

 The nature of the shear stress is minimum near its hub of 

flywheel with 0.5mm multi rim of T300-T1000G and 4˚ 

inclined hub angle for the same RPM and different 

modes of natural frequency. 

 The magnitude of frequency is minimum in the case of 

T300-POM material profile with 4˚ hub angle. The 

nature of the natural frequency is maximum near its end 

in 3rd and 4th, 6th mode. 

IX. FUTURE SCOPE 

 Solid Flywheel and thicker Flywheel could be used to 

analyze Shear stresses for different Hub angle. 

 Different materials can be used for analyzing frequency 

and Shear stress for different types of Flywheel. 

 Different Hub angle be also analyzed for different RPM 

to predict Shear stresses for Flywheel for save design. 
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